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FLIGHT INVESTIGATION AT HIGH SPEEDS OF THE DRAG OF THREE AIRFOILS AND A
CIRCULAR CYLINDER REPRESENTING FULL-SCALE PROPELLER SHANKS

By WILLMJ E. BMtLOW

SUMMARY

Teds ham been made at high speed~tu determine the drag of
model~,m“nmlatingpropeller shanks, in theform of a circular
cylinder and three airfoils, the iVACA 16-0,$?6, the NACA
16-040, and the ATA.CA16-040 with the rear 26 percent chard
cut oJ. Ail the models had a maximum thickness of 4j4
inches to conform un”th acerage propellm-duznk dimensions
and a span of ,??0%inches. For the tits the models were wp-
ported perpendicular to the lower surface of the wing of an
.17–61 airplane. A wake-surrey rake mounted below the
un”ngdirectly behind the mode[g u.xzswed to determine pro$le
drag at Mach numbersof 0.3 to 0.8 orer a small range OJangle
of attack. 2%e drag of the ey[inder was also de?mminedfrom
pressuredi.dribution. andforce measurements.

The results of the tests indicated that the drag of the airfoil~
was lower than that of the qdinder owr the Mach number range
investigated. The drag reduction obtainablethrowghthe use of
these a~oil sectiomsin place of a-round shank increased with a
decrease in airfoil thickness ratio and reachedmaximum dues
at a illach number OJ0.63 for the NACA 16-040 airfoils and
0.71 for the NAC’A 16-026 airfoil.

INTRODUCTION

During recent years the iYationaIAdvisory Committee for
Aeronautics has conducted investigations for the p.~ se of
increasing the .efliciency of propellers on airpkm~:” - K e of
the factors found to increase considerably the losses in pro-
peller efficiency was the high drag of round shanks operating
in high-veIocity fiekls. Various methods for redueing shmk
drag were tried; among these methods -wasthe uw.o<@% or
propeIIer shank fairings. Flight-test data from cu&ti pro-
peWrs on strearhline bodies are scarce, and ther&ilabIe
data were not obtained in any systematic manner so that the
relative value of the cuffs tested could not be ascertained.
Wind-tunnel tests of thick a.irfoiIsections and cutled pro-
pellers have not been obtained with proper scale, Mach num-
ber, and shank relief effects. Because of the e.earcityof drag
data on thick airfoiIs operating at high speeds, therefore,
data for development and improvement of propeller shanks
were considered desirable. A flighktest program was conse-
quently begun at the Langley Laboratory of the NACA in
order to determine fill-scale relative drag characteristics of

various shanks and shank fairingaunder conditions approach-
ing those of propeller shanks on a streamline body operating
at high forward speeds. A preliminary phase of this program
cmx%ted of tests of three thick airfoil models and a circular
cylinder; these models were mountcd perpendicular to the
lower surface of the wing of an XF-51 airpIane, which was
operated at such speeds as to give local Mach numbers at the
model station of from 0.30 to 0.80. At the mode~ station
the &ordtie pressure gradients due to the tig simuktgd

in some respects the gradients due to a propeller spinner.
Tip relief conditions at a propeIIer shank arising from rapid
spanwise decrease in blade thickness were approximated by
using models of ihite aspect ratio. The results of tests of the
t.breethick airfoil modeIs and the circular cylinder are given
in the present paper. A comparison of the speed gains that
might be reahzed by use of these thick airfoih in pkme of a
round propeller shank is presented.

SYhIBOLS

Q dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot
Po free-stream static pressure, pounds per square foot
Ap local static pressure minus free&ream static pressure,

pounds per square foot
do section profile drag of model, pounds per foot of span
d section pressure drag of model, pounds per foot of

span
D drag of model, pounds
A frontal area, square feet
t model thickness, feet
~dO section profdedrag coticient (dJ@)
cd section pressuredrag coefficient (d/@)
c. airplane lift coefficient
.340 flight Mach number
M effective .Mach number at model station

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The propeIler-&mk sections selected for the tests included
a circular cylinder to represent a ronnd shank and two sym-
metrical airfoik, the hTACA 16-025 and the NACA 10-040.
The 25-percent-thick airfoil represented a thin shank sectio~ “-”
and the 40-percenMhick airfoil, a thick shank section. The
hTACA 16-040 airfoiI was SISOtested with the rear 25 per-
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cent. chord cut off. A photograph of three of the modeIs
tested is presentcd as Egure 1. Geometric characteristics
of the models are given in figure 2. MI modeIs were of
rectangular plan form and had a thickness of 4)L inches to
correspond t.o average shank dimensions. The models had
a 20j&inch span including the rounded tip, which was ob-
tained by rotating the airfoil section 180° about the chord
line. The aspect ratios of the models were 9.2, 2.1, 3.4, and
4.5 for the circular cylinder, the NACA 16-025, NACA
16-040, and modified ATACA 16-040 airfoils, respectively,
and were based on the assumption that the wing acted as-a
reflection plane. These values of aspect-ratio may be high
because of a small gap between the model and the -ring.

The modeIs were mounted on a rod perpendicular to and
extending from the Iower surface of the left wing of an
XP-51 airplane (fig. 3). The average clearance between the
modeIs and the wing surface was % inch. (See fig. 4.)
Provision -wasmade to rotate the supporting rod in order to
obtain a change in angle of attack from —6° to 6° for the

(a) CIrcrdarcyffnder. (b) MrdI&d NAC-4 16440afrfd. (c) NACA 16-02!Sah’fofl.

FIGC_EEl.–PropelIer-shank modeh.

Mxf/’fM IVACA 16-04U.ti ,.#LACA/6-040
Oircub- cyffhde--.,

FIOUBEZ.–Geometric dmracterfstks of propelIer-drank models. SW of mcdels,
Xt)%Inches, fncludf.ng rormded t[p.

airfoils and to rotate the cyIinder though 200° for pressure-
distribution measurements. The support rod was located at
approximately 38 percent of the chord at the 40-percent-
semispan station and was about 3 feet outboard of the
propeller radius.

A wake-survey rake mounted 29 inches behind the support
rod and 9 inches below the W@ surface (figs. 4 and 5) pro-
vided data for determination of the profide-drag coefficient
of the model center section. The distance of the rake behind
the trding edge of each model is shown in figure 5. Direct
drag measurements on the cylinder were obtained by mount-
ing the cyhnder on a support rod equipped with eIectric
strain gages. Pressuredrag data on the cyIinder -were ob-
tained from pressure-distribution measurements made by
means of two orifices 180° apart at each of sis equally spaced
spamvisestations (fig. 6). A complete survey at each station
was obtained by rotating the cylinder 200° during a test run.

FIGLTLM8.—TVakesorvey rake and suppxt rod for propeIIer-shonk models mounted orIIowsr
surface ofwfngofXP-519frpfane.

●

(a) Front risw.

(b) Side view.

FIGGEE4.--OIroufar cyhrder mounted MOW lower sarfom of wing of XP-61 afrpfiuw.
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measurements of the drag of the models. In the pressure-
distribution tests of the cylinder the static-pressure measure-
ments on the right wing were made with a rake of si----
static-pressure tubes, with each tube located at a distance
below the wing surface corresponding to an orifice location in
the cylinder (fig. 6). For the force tests of the cylinder and the
-wakesurveys, the static pressure on the right wing was meAq-
ured with one static-pressure tube located 9 inches btdow the
wing surface (fig. 7), wluch corresponds to station 3 in figure 6.
The difference between local Mach number at various
distantes below the wing surface and free+ tream Mach num-
ber is mwsented in fkure 8 for several fkht Mach numbers.

FIGURE5.-Imation ofmodckandwake-surrey rake MOW lower smfice of wing of 1A
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FiWJEE6.—CUrc&r cylinder showing orfdee statkma.

The local dynamic pressure q and the local Mach number
M used in evaluating the data were determined from free-
stream total pressure measured with the pitot tube mounted
ahead of the airplane wing and from local static pressure
measured with static-pressure tubes located on the right
wing at the same chordwise and spanwise positions “as those
at w~lch the models were located on the left wing. These
preswra measuranents were m~de simultaneously -with

FIGURE7.-StetI&preamra fu~ end thermometer mounted beIow rfght wing of
XP-51 alrpkme.
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Dis+once &&w wing surf= Ii

FICKW &-Veriatim of fncrement of 1~ MA rrnmber abve Wt Machnumberwith
dletarrcebelowrightwingsarfiweesdetermkitifromstetl&premresurveys.

In order to indicate the magnitude of the chordwise varia-
tion of static pressure in the test region, the .chordwise pres-
sure distributions, as determined from measurements of
static pressure on the lower surface of the w-ing of another
XJ?-51 airplane, are presented in ftgure 9 for an airplane lift
coefficient of about 0.15 and several flight Mach numbers.
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Static pressmreameasured in the. present teats at station. 3
(9 in. below the wing surface) are included in figure 9. Be-
cause of the decrease in indqced velocity with distanm from
the wing surface, the chordi%se gradients at station 3 may
be somewhat less than those indicated at the wing surface.

The angular position of the models with respect to the
airphme longitudinal axis was recorded by a mechanical
optical control-position recorder. The yaw angIe of the
airpIane was measured by means of a yaw vane mounted on
a boom one chord ahead of the right wiqg near the tip. The
angle of attack of the models was determined fro~ the angle
of the model and of the airpIane. Any difference that might
exist between the direction of flow ov& the wing and the
direction of flow in the free stream .~~asnot taken into
account. Air temperature used in the determination. of
model R~ynolds number was obtained by means of a low-lag
thermometer (fig. 7] connected to a recording gsJvanom-
eter. AU instrumentation w-asstandard NACA equipment.

The tests were made at flight Mach numbers from 0.3 to
0.7 iu 0.05 intervals. The corresponding range of local Mach
number at the test station was 0.3 to 0.8. During each run
the flight Mach number, the yaw angle, and the normal
acceleration were held co.mtant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An indication of. the extent to which the principal flow
conditions about a propeller shank were reproduced in the
present model tests may be obtained fkom an examination
of the variation of Mach number with distance from tie
wing surface (fig. 8), the chordwiee variation of static preesure
in the teat region (fig. 9), and the method used for simulating
shank relief. The variation of Mach number ~tith distance
from the wing surface indicates that the Mach number
decreased by about 0.03 in a distance of about 18 inches,
whereas on an actual propeIler shank of equivalent length
the Mach number (based on the resultant of translational and
rotational velocitiw) would increase .by about 0.1. The
effect of not reproducing the actuaI spanwise gradient is not
known. The negative chordwise pressuregradients over the

forward part of the test region followed by the positive
gradients over the rear part (fig. 9) are similar to the gradients
about a spinner on the nose of a typical in-line engine inst+-dla-
tion. On a propelIer the thinner section adjacent to the
shank may influence the flow over the shank [o sonM extent.
In the present investigateiori this condition was comidcrcd
to be simulated, at least approximately, by the usc of models
of tite mpeck ratio.

The variation of the section drag coficicnL with JIaclt
number for the cylinder as determined from force-test and _
pressure-distribution measurements is prcsen[cd in figure 10.
The section pressure-drag coefficient varied over LINspan of
the cylinder, and for tests in which the dt-itw arc comph’tc
no consisten~variation is noted. An avmage minimum SCC:
tion pressure-drag coefficient of 0.5 is found l.wtwccn vrtlues_
of M of 0.425 and 0.475. With further incrcrise in hftich
number the section pressure+ag coefficient increasedrapidly
to a value of about 1.0 at a hlach number of 0.f15and then
decreased at still higher Mach numbers. The clrag codl3-
cient determined from force tests appeared to be in reason-
able agreement with the pressure data.

The drag coefficients of the cylinder determined from force
tests, wake surveys, and pressure-chatribution tests arc com-
pared on. the bases of Mach number and RGynolds number
in figureg 11 and 12, respectivdy. li gcneml, rcsuhs of UN
wake surveys are not in agreement with the results of the
force or_ presmm+distribution tests. Wake-survey results
indicated a lower minimum drag coefficient, with drag co-
efEcient increasing rapidly at a Mach nurnbw of about 0.425
but increasing to a maximum vaIue of about 1.5 at a VftIIIP.

of -M of 0.65. This maximum value of drag cocflicicnl is.
about 50 percent higher than the vaIue obttiincd by Lhcforce
and pressure-distribution meaeuremeuts. h70 exact ex-
planation for this discrepancy has bee~ ascertained; however,
the oscillatory nature. of the wake, which is not accounted
for in timomentum equations used in reduction of WtIkP- . .. _

survey data, may be the cause of this difference. Drag data
for the airfoil sections were obtained by the wake-survey
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FmuEE 10.–Vsrlatfon of section drag coeftlclent with Maoh numb for the circular cyllnder
& determined from fores-twt and presmrredktrhution measurements.
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method and may therefore be subject to this same type of
error. Condition in the wake of the airfoil at the survey
station, however, should approach more closely the condi-
tions assumed in the wake equations than the conditions for
the wake of the circular cyIinder. If the surveys had been
made farther downstream of the models, the effects of wake
oscillations might have been reduced and more conservative
results obtained. Because of the difficulty of supporting a
rake in a more rearward position, however, surveys could
Not be made farther downstream.

The variation of section profle-drag coefEcient with angle
of attack for several Mach numbem is presented in figures
13, 14, and 15 for the NACA 16-025, the NACA 16-040,
and the modified AT.ACA16–040 airfoil models, respectively.
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FIGUSZ 13.—Varfatfon of aectIon proS&drag cr-eflfcfent (baaed on thickness) wfth forgIe of
attaok et various Mnch nmnhera & the NAOA l&Q2datrfollmodeL

FIGURE14,-Ve.rfation of wction prdla+mg we13cfent (haved m thfdmwe) wfth angIe of
attackatvarlouaMachnumbersfortheNACJAIS-O-IOekfol.imodei.
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The variation of section profile-drag coefficient with Mach
number for zero angle of attack, determined from tkw data
in figures 13 to 15, is presented as figure 16. The section
profile-drag coefficient had a timum value of about 0.02
at Mach numbers up to 0.63 for the NACA 16-025 &foil
model, a minimum value of about 0.04 up to a Mach num-
ber of 0.50 for the.NACA 16+40 airfofl model, and a mini-
mum value of 0.22 at a Mach number of 0.65 for the modified
NACA 16-o4o airfoil model. The large values of section
profile-drag coefficient, at low iMach numbers, for the
modified NACA 16–040 airfoil were probably associated
with low Reynolds numbers. The Mach number .at which
the section profile-drag coefficient began to increase
rapidly was 0.75 for the hTACA 16-025 airfoil model and 0.60
for the NACA 16-040 airfoil models. At Mach numbers
greater than 0.65 the section profile-drag coefficient of the
modified hTACA 16-040 airfoil model..was slightly higher
than the corresponding .drag coefficient for the NACA 16-040
airfoil model.

The variation of the clrag of the cylinder and the airfoil
models with Mach number is presented in figure 17 as a plot
of D/pA against Mach number. Over the range of Mach
number tested, the drag of the cylinder w-ashigher than the
drag of any of the airfoil nmdels. The drag reduction obt-
ained through use of the airfoils in place of a cylindrical
shad increased with decrease in airfoil thickness ratio. A
small reduction in drag at low Mach numbem and a large
reduction in drag at high Mach numbem can be effected
through use of the NACA .16–040.airfoil with the rear .25-
percent chord cut off in place of the cylindrical shank. The
maximum drag reduction was obtained at a .Vach number
of 0.63 for the NACA 16-040 airfoils and at a Mach number
of 0.71 for the NACA 16-025 airfoil.

FIOUEB 16.-Veriaft0ns of wc$fon protlledmg coetlktent (besed on th!ckness) Maoh
number for the threa afrfotl mcdels at sero angJeof attack.

CO~I~EE FOR AERONAUTICS -.

On the basis of the results of fkmre 17 an estimate WM
made of the increasein speed of a presenhday fightvr airplano
operating at an altitude of 30,000 feet that may be obtained
by fairing the. exposed ro~d shanks of a four-blade propd-
ler by use of each of the three airfoil sections. The results
are presented in figure 18 as the speed incrcaae obtainable
by a fairing of 1 inch o~ each round shank, although, of
course, in the actual case mom of the propeller shanks would
have to be faired and the total increase in speed would there-
fore be greater than is shown in figure 18. Tks.e rcmdts
are intefided primarily to show the relative efhctivcncss of
the various fairings. The maximum i.ucream in sprwd ob-
tainable by using the NACA 16-040 and the modified NACA
16-040 airfoil sections as fairings was estimated to be 4.0
to 4.5 miles per hour at a true airepecd of 430 miles per
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hour. The increase in speed obtainable by using the NACA the cylinder over the Mach number range investigated (0.3
16-025 airfoil section was greater over the speed range con- to 0.8). The drag reduction obtainable through the use of
sidered than that obtainable by using the other two airfoiI these airfoil sections in place of a round shank increased
sections and had a maximum value of about 6 miles per hour with decrease in airfoil thickness ratio and reached maximum
at a true airmeed of 480 miles Der hour. values at a Mach number of 0.63 for the hTACA 16-040 air-. .

CONCLUDING REMARKS
foils and 0.71 for the NACA 16-025 airfoil.

The results of tests of models sindating propelIershanks in
the form of a cylinder and three airfoils-the NACA 16-025,
the NACA 16-040, and a modiiied ATACA 16-040, each LANGLEY JIEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

having a maximum thickness equal to the cylinder diameter— hTATIONALADVISORY COWMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

indicated that the drag of the airfoiIs was lower than that of LAXGLET FIELD, VA., June 7, 19&.


